
 

 

 

 
Regulation of the Joint Promotion of the JSC “terabank” and Mastercard 

 

1. General Provisions 

1.1 Present document regulates the process of organizing the promotion(hereinafter “promotion”), establishing the   

by the JSC “terabank” (hereinafter “Organizer”, “bank” or “terabank”, identification number: 204546045, 

registration address: Tbilisi, Ketevan Tsamebuli #3, establishing the terms and conditions for participating in the 

promotion.   

1.1 Terms and conditions of the promotion are regulated under the applicable legislation of Georgia, present 

regulation and other internal regulatory documents of the bank. 
 

1. General Rules of the Promotion  
 

2.1 Organizer of the promotion is the JSC “terabank”, which is the legal entity having the license for commercial 

banking operations;  

2.2  Motivation of organizing the promotion: 

2.2.1 Increase of the number of the transactions performed through the Mastercards (Standard, Gold); 

2.2.2 Incentivizing the existing customers; 

2.2.3 Attracting new customers; 

2.2.4 Increase of the bank’s commission incomes; 

2.2.5 Increase the recognition of the bank; 

2.3 Condition for participation the promotion:  

Any individual can participate in the promotion, who will perform a settlement transaction through the Mastercard 

from 00:00 of the 1st December 2017 or inclusive of 23:59 of 14 Januaruy 2018. The entry with minimum 10 units is 

considered as a transaction, with minimum two minutes interval;    

2.4 According to the accumulated transaction, customer will be awarded with the 1st and 2nd category presents (in case 

of accumulating 50 transactions),  while on 30 January 2018, three participants, who will have accumulated the 

most transactions, will be awarded with three main presents. See the list of presents in the Annex #1.  

2.5 Participant in the promotion will receive a brief text message regarding the accumulated transactions, after entry of 

minimum 10 units;    

2.6 Since the participant accumulates the number required for receipt of the present, he/she can present the ID 

document and card, by which he/she accumulated the transaction, at the stand of “terabank” allocated on the 

territory of Tbilisi Gallery. Bank’s representative will check the customer in the system and presents him/her the 

relevant prize;   

2.7 From each of the categories each prize can be received; 

2.8 Bank’s employees may also receive the I and II category presents; 

2.9 After the customer receives his/her own prize, relevant transactions to the category of the present will be deducted 

from the number of transactions. In order to receive the prize of the following category, he/she should re-

accumulate the required number of transactions; However, all transactions are stored in the system and participate 

in identification of the prizes winners;   

2.10  Customer may check the accumulated transactions at any time in the internet-banking of terabank;  

2.11  Maximum of 3 transactions are allowed at one merchant place during the day. Otherwise transaction will not be 

considered to be performed by customer;    

2.12  The transactions performed at on-line casinos.casinos/totalizers shall not participate in the promotion; 
2.13  In case of exposing clients’ unconscientious behavior, the bank reserves right to correct clients current transactions. 

2.14  Main prizes will be awarded within 7 business days from identification of three customers having the most 

transaction; 

2.15  It is restricted that the won prizes to be awarded by the bank to another person; 

2.16  After the prize is received by the winner, the Deed of Acceptance is signed between the organizer and the 

winner, in case of necessity.  

2.17  Bank is entitled to apply the winner person and  the won prizes for marketing purposes. 



 

 

 

2. Rule for discussion of claims 
 

3.1 Bank’s customer is entitled to apply to the bank with claim, if he/she thinks that the rules/requirements sytipulated 

by the present regulation or legislation were breached at any stage of the draw.  

3.2 Claim should be brought no later than 28 February 2018. 

3.3 Claim may be brought in a written form to the following address: Tbilisi, Ketevan Tsamebuli #3, or by sending in a 

text form to the following e-mail address: info@terabank.ge  

3.4 Within 3 days from receipt of claim, relevant department of the bank contacts the author of the claim and by 

meeting with him/her face-to-face hears his//her claim and additional circumstances.  

3.5 Any day of the year may be considered as a business day, expect for Saturday-Sunday and the holidays stipulated by 

the legislation.  

3.6 Bank makes a decision in conjunction with the claim within 5 business days from hearing defined by the Paragraph 

3.4 of the present regulation.  

3.7 If the author of the claim is a related person to the bank’s employee, relevant employee does not participate in 

discussion of the claim.  

3.8 Bank’s decision is delivered to the author of the claim in a written form. 

3.9 If the author of claim does not agree with the bank’s decision, he/she is entitled to bring a claim against the 

mentioned decision under the rule established by the legislation.   
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